Eco-friendly beauty
since 1976.

wa l l s t o t a l k a b o u t

Omexco is a Belgian brand of fine wallcoverings, founded in 1976.
In our atelier close to Brussels, we design and manufacture
exquisite wall decorations to dress your rooms in tactile beauty.
Printed, woven or natural, each one of our creations is custom
cut to bring poetry to your space. Reducing our environmental
footprint is at the heart of every decision we make, since the
seventies. We don’t cover your walls, we make them stand out.

Tactile walls,
made to be caressed.

b e l g i a n s av o i r - f a i r e

As an established designer and producer of luxury wallcoverings, we control the whole process from the original idea
all the way to the production process and the shipping of the
final product. This allows us to always offer a flawless high-end
product.

We have volumes of printed,
woven, textile and natural poetry
for your walls.

A team of in-house designers is in continuous dialogue
with a highly qualified production team to create new
designs, with subtle colours and unique textures. A lot of
research and development goes into the creation of those new
designs in order to offer an ever more qualitative product.
Over the years, we acquired a broad expertise in printing on
non-woven and textile wallcovering. Our « colour lab » also
offers a custom colouring service on request.
A full range stock-holding enables us to offer a swift and flexible
cut length service. An efficient customer service and warehouse
team do their utmost to ensure that every order is shipped
worldwide within 24 hours.

screen printing
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design & ecology

Omexco is proud to be an environmentally friendly company.
As a manufacturer, we limit our impact on the environment
on different levels. We use recycled fibres as much as possible,
favour renewable energy (using our solar panels) and collect
rainwater for the production process. We always opt for products
with a non-harmful base and renewable materials such as cork
or recycled sari silk.

Inspired by nature, we are driven
by design, innovation and craftsmanship. Omexco has a long history of being eco-conscious and
we push our creativity whilst trying
to reduce waste, e.g. by custom
cutting every order. Ninety-five
per cent of our products are ecocertified and PVC free.
All these efforts allowed us to
obtain the Ecological Label as
well as the FSC® certificate for
sustainable forestry.

colour lab

recycled sari silk
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cork

k h at a m
«The Khatam collection, a fusion of nature and precious metal,
brings shimmering elegance and soft glamour to your walls.»

k h at a m , k h a 6 4

The Khatam collection reveals the
most beautiful characteristics of cork,
a stunning natural renewable material. Soft to the touch with beautiful
nuances in tone, this cork collection
has a matt finish.

«Handcrafting true masterpieces
of design and luxury»
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k h at a m , k h a 2 4 & k h a 5 1

«Bringing adorned nature
into your home.»

k h at a m , k h a 3 3

k h at a m , k h a 5 1

Each leaf is delicately placed
by hand onto a sophisticated
geometric design.
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Bark from the cork oak is
harvested, combined in block
form, and then cut into
delicate leaves.

k h at a m , k h a 1 5

s e r ay a
«A book of Luxury, Seraya is an ode to the Earth
and all its splendours.»

An odyssey across continents and
materials, seraya is an exclusive
collection by Omexco that offers
an extensive range of timeless and
luxurious natural qualities.
Dedicated to the finest artisan traditions, we transform pure materials
into exceptional wallcoverings, from
natural elements into works of art.
Banana bark, coconut bark, rattan,
bacnoc, water lily, capiz,…
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s e r ay a , s r a 4 8 0 2

s e r ay a , s r a 3 2 2 5

The artisan takes time
in choosing the raw material, and with artistic
sensibility, embraces the
unique character of each
raw material, drawing out
imperfections and details
as desirable features.
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s e r ay a , s r a 4 9 0 5

n at u r a l p r o d u c t s

«Paying tribute to natural materials,
imperfectly formed over a lifetime ...»

s e r ay a , s r a 4 2 2 1

If we desire an interior space that
honours our authentic personality
and becomes a personal sanctuary
providing peace and wellbeing,
Seraya is our natural choice...
Awakening our deepest senses, this
collection fills spaces with serenity
and fulfillment.
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s e r aya , s r a 2 4 0 3

s e r ay a , s r a 1 3 0 4

loft
«Timeless collection blending several materials:
a perfect harmony drawing inspiration from
nature and modernity.»

loft, lof113

«Imagine discovering a haven of peace in
the midst of the wild energy of the city.»

Our designers were inspired by wall
patinas weathered by the depths of history
for this new collection that blends nonwoven prints and resplendent minerals:
glass beads and mica sparkles. A subtle
interplay between shadow and light, matt
and shine, on unique designs inspired by
nature or geometry. Like a handprint, the
print techniques are selected to convey the
beauty of the material’s imperfections.
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loft, lof713

Soft monochrome print
for a design that invites
contemplation.

loft, lof523
loft, lof531

Glass beads reflect the play
of light on a contemporary print.
A luxury material inspired by
the industrial world.
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loft, lof712

portfolio
«A true homage to textile yarns, Portfolio pays tribute to
Omexco’s heritage and expertise as a leading editor of
textile wallcoverings»

portfolio, por3010

portfolio, por6082

portfolio, por7605
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portfolio, por4601

A savoir-faire that requires mastery of the
complete creative process, from the careful
selection of fibres, the spinning and dyeing
of yarns to the realization of the final textile
wallcovering, exploring a variety of textures
and materials.
Textiles are truly being celebrated as a noble
material in this refined and lavish collection
that seduces by its sophisticated simplicity
and timeless elegance.

portfolio, por3008 & por3007
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Eco-friendly beauty
since 1976.

Tactile walls,
made to be caressed.
@omexcowallcoverings

collections 2020
www.omexco.com

